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Documentation 

Text of the Tokyo 
Economic Declaration 

Follow,ing is the text of the Declaration issued on May 6. 
1986 by the leaders of the United States. Japan. West Ger
many. Britain. France.1taly and Canada at the' conclusion 
of their three-day meeting: 

1 We, the heads of state or government of seven major in
dustrialized countries and the representatives of the European 
Community, meeting in Tokyo for the Twelfth Economic 
Summit, have reviewed developments in the world economy 
since our meeting in Bonn a year ago, and have reaffirmed 
our continuing d�termination to work together to sustain and 
improve the prosperity and well-being'of the peoples of our 
own countries, to support the developing countries in their 
efforts to promote their economic growth and prosperity, and 
to improve the functioning of the world monetary and trading 
systems. 

2 Developments since our last meeting reflect the effective
ness of the policies to which we have committed ourselves at 
successive economic summits in recent years. The econo
mies of the industrialized countries are now in their fourth 
year of expansion. In all our countries, the rate of inflation 
has been declining. With the continuing pursuit of prudent 
fiscal and monetary policies, this has permitted a substantial 
lowering of interest rates. There has been a significant shift 
in the pattern of exchange rates which better reflects funda
mental economic conditions. For the industrialized coun
tries, and indeed for the world economy, the recent decline 
in oil prices will help to sustain non-inflationary growth and 
to increase the volume of world trade, despite the difficulties 
which it creates for certain oil-producing countries. Overall, 
these developments offer brighter prospects for, and enhance 
confidence in, the future of the world economy. 

3 However, the world economy still faces a number of diffi
cult challenges which could impair sustainability of growth. 
Among these are high unemployment, large domestic and 
external imbalances, uncertainty about the future behavior of 
exchange rates, persistent protectionist pressures, continuing 
difficulties of many developing countries and severe debt 
problems for some, and uncertainty about medium-term 
prospects for the levels of energy prices. If large imbalances 
and other distortions are allowed to persist for too long, they 
will present an increasing threat to world economic growth 
and to the open multilateral trading system. We cannot afford 
to relax our efforts. In formulating our policies, we need to 
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look to the medium and long¢r term, and to have regard to 
.the interrelated and structural tharacter of current problems. 

4 We stress the need to imph:�ment effective structural ad
justment policies in all countlJies across the whole range of 
economic activities to promote growth, employment and the 
integration of domestic econopties into the world economy. 
Such policies include technological innovation, adaptation 
of industrial structure and exp,nsion of trade and foreign 
.direct investment. . " . 

5 In each of our own countries, it remains essential to main
tain a firm control of public spending within an appropriate 
medium-term framework of fi$cal and monetary policies. In 
some of our countries there continue to be excessive fiscal 
deficits which the govenment$ concerned are resolved pro-
gressively to reduce. 

. 

(; Since our last meeting, we �ave had some success in the 
creation of new jobs to meet a(lditions to the labor force, but 
unemployment remains exce$sively high in many of our 
countries. Non-inflationary gtowth remains the biggest sin
gle contributor to the limitation and reduction of unemploy
ment, but it peeds to be reinfo(ced by policies which encour
age job creation, particularly in new and high-technology 
industries, and in small busine;sses. 

7 At the same time, it is important that there should be close 
and continuous coordination Of economic policy among the 
seven summit countries. We welcome the recent examples 
of improved coordination among the Group of Five finance 
ministers and central bankers,' which have helped to change 
the pattern of exchange rates and to "lower interest rates on an 
orderly and non-inflationary basis. We agree, however, that 
additional measures should be taken to ensure that procedures 
for effective coordination of international economic policy 
are strengthened further. To �is end, the heads of state or 
government: 

• Agree to form a new Group of Seven finance ministers, 
including Italy and Canada, which will work together more 
closely and mOre frequently in the periods between the annual 
summit meetings; 

• Request the seven finance ministers to review their 
individual economic objectives and forecasts collectively at 
least once a year, using the indicators specified below, with 
a particular view to examining' their mutual compatibility. 

With the representatives of the European Community: 
• State that the purposes of improved coordination should 

explicitly include promoting non-inflationary economic 
growth, strengthening market-oriented incentives for em

I ployment and productive invtstment, opening the interna-
tional trading and investment system, and fostering greater 
stability in exchange rates: 

• Reaffirm the undertaking at the 1982 Versailles Sum
mit to cooperate with the IMF in strengthening multilateral 
surveillance, particularly among the countries whose curren- . 
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cies constitute the SDR, and request that, in conducting such 
surveillance and in conjunction with the managing director 
of the IMF, their individual economic forecasts should be 
reviewed, taking into account indicators such as GNP growth 
rates, inflation rates, interest rates, unemployment rates, fis
cal deficit ratios, current account and trade balances, mone
tary growth rates, reserves, and exchange rates: 

• Invite the finance ministers and central bankers in con
ducting multilateral surveillance to make their best efforts to 
reach an understanding on appropriate remedial measures 
whenever there are significant deviations from anintended 
course and recommend that remedial efforts focus first and 
foremost on underlying policy fundamentals., while reaffirm
ing the 1983 Williamsburg Commitment to intervene in ex
change markets when to do so would be helpful. 

The heads of state or government: 
• Request the Group of Five finance ministers to include 

Canada and Italy in their meetings whenever the management 
or the improvement of �he international monetary system and 
related economic policy measures are to be discussed and 
dealt with; 

• Invite finance ministers to report progress at the next 
economic summit meeting. 

These improvements in coordination should be accom
panied by similar efforts within the Group of Ten. 

8 The pursuit of these policies by the industrialized countries 
will help the developing countries insofar as it strengthens 
the world economy, creates conditions for lower interest 
rates, generates the possibility of increased financial flows to 
the developing countries, promotes transfer of technology, 
and improves access to the markets of the industrialized 
countries. At the same time, developing countries, particu
larly debtor aountries, can fit themselves to play a fuller part 
in the world economy by adopting effective structural ad
justment policies, coupled with measures to mobilize domes
tic savings, to encourage the repatriation of capital, to im
prove the environment for foreign investment, and to pro
mote more open trading policies. In this connection, noting 
in particular the difficult situation facing those countries highly 
dependent on exports of primary commodities, we agree to 
continue to support their efforts for further processing of their 
products and for diversifying their economies, and to take 
account of their export needs in formulating our own trade 
and domestic policies. 

9 Private financial flows will continue to play a major part in 
providing for their development needs. We reaffirm our will
ingness to maintain and, where appropriate, expand official 
financial flows, both bilateral and multilateral, to developing 
countries. In this connection, we attach great importance to 
an early and substantial eighth replenishment of the Interna
tional Development Association (IDA) and to a general cap
ital increase of the World Bank when appropriate. We look 
for progress in activating the multilateral investment guar-
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antee agency. 

10 We reaffirm th� continued imporfiance of the case-by-case 
approach to international debt problems. We welcome the 
progress made. in developing the cqoperative debt strategy, 
in particular building on the United States initiative. The role 
of the international financial institutions, including the mul
tilateral development banks, will c�tinue to be central, and 
we welcome moves for closer cooperation among these in
stitutions, and particularly between the IMF and the World 
Bank. Sound adjustment programs: will also need resumed 
commercial bank lending, flexibili� in rescheduling debt �d 
appropriate access to export credits. 

II We welcome the improvement which has occurred in the 
food sitution in Africa. Nonetheless a number. of African 
countries continue to need emergency aid, and we stand ready 
to assist. More generally, we contin�e to recognize the high 
priority to be given to meeting the n�ds of Africa. Measures 
identified in the report on aid to Afriql adopted and forwarded 
to us by our foreign ministers should be steadily implement
ed. Assistance should focus in partictJlar on the medium- and 
long-term economic development of these countries. In this 
connection we attach great importance to continued cooper
ation through the special facility for Sub-Saharan African 
countries, early implementation of the newly established 
structural adjustment facility of the· IMF and the use of the 
IDA. We intend to participate actively in the forthcoming 
United Nations Special Session on Africa to lay the founda
tion for the region's long-term development. 

I 

12 The open multilateral trading sy*m is one of the keys to 
the efficiency and expansion of tQe world economy. We 
reaffirm our commitment to halting and reversing protection
ism, and to.reducing and dismantlit1g tr�de restrictions. We 
support the strengthening of the sY$tem and functioning of 
the GATT, its adaptation to new dev�lopments in world trade 
and 10 the international economiq environment, and the 
bringing of new issues under interpational discipline. The 
new round should, inter alia, address the issues of trade in 
services and trade-related aspects of i�tellectual property rights 
and foreign direct investment. Furtqer liberalization of trade 
is, we believe, of no less import�nce for the developing 
countries than for ourselves, and we are fully committed to. 
the preparatory process in the GATT with a view to the early 
launching of the new round of multilateral trade negotiations. 
We shall work at the September ministerial meeting to make 
decisive progres� in this direction. . 

I 

13 We note with concern that a situation of global structural 
surplus now exists for some important agricultural products, 
arising partly from technological improvements, partly from 
changes in the world market situati�n, and partly from long
standing policies of domestic subsidy and protection of ag
riculture in all our countries. This harms the economies of 
certain developing countries and i� likely to aggravate the 
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risk of wider protectionist pressures. This is a problem which 
we all share and can be dealt with only in cooperation with 
each other. We all recognize the importance of agriculture to . 
the well-being of rural communities, but we are agreed that, 
when there are surpluses, action is needed to redirect policies 
and adjust structure of agricultural production in the light of 
world demand. We recognize the importance of understand
ing these issues and express our determination to give full 
support to the work of the OECD in this field. 

14 Bearing in mind that the recent oil price decline owes 
much to the cooperative energy policies which we have pur
sued during the past decade, we recognize the need for con
tinuity of policies for achieving long-term energy market 
stability and security of supply. We note that the current oil 
market situation enables countries which wish to do so to 
increase stock levels. 

15 We reaffirm the importance of science and technology for 
the dynamic growth of the world economy and take note, 
with appreciation, of the final report of the Working Group 
on Technology, Growth and Employment. We welcome the 
progress made by the United States manned space program 
and the progress made by the autonomous work of the Euro-

pean Space Agency (ESA). We stress the importance for 
genuine partnership and appropriate exchange of informa
tion, experience and technologies among the participating 
states. We also note with satisfaction the results of the sym
posium on neuroscience and e,hics, hosted by .the Federal 
Republic of Germany, and we �ppreciate the decision of the 
Canadian government to host the next meeting.

' 

16 We reaffirm our responsibility, shared with other govern- . 
ments, to preserve the natural environment, and continue to 
attach importance to international cooperation in the effective 
prevention and control of pollution and natural resources· 
management. In this regard, we take note of the work of the 
environmental experts on the iQIProvement and harmoniza
tion of the techniques and practices of environmental mea
surement, and ask them to report as soon as possible. We 
also recognize the need to streagthen cooperation with de
veloping countries in the area o� the environment. 

17 We have agreed to meet again in 1987 and have accepted 
the invitation of the president Qf the Council of the Italian 
government to meet in Italy. 
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